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1. Purpose / Summary

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update the SSCP regarding progress and 
achievements of the Integrated Youth Service since September 2020.

2. Recommendation(s): The SSCP notes the report.

3. Youth Offending Team (YOT)
    
3.1 Performance

3.1 Performance    
    
3.1.1 Comparing 2017 figures for reoffending to 2018, there has been an increase of 

5.6%, meaning that our reoffending rate is 50%.  The YOT family average was 
42.6%, Merseyside 46.2% and England with 39.2%, therefore our rate is higher.

3.1.2 During January to March 2018 the number of reoffences committed per 
reoffender in Sefton were 4.15 an increase compared with 3.42 during Jan to 
March 2017.

3.1.3 To increase our understanding to why the increase has occurred, YOT is in the 
process of developing an in-depth cohort profile which will inform case study 
analysis to highlight the areas the YOT need to focus on. A new operational 
group has been agreed (Operational Partnership Group) which will consider 
these matters.

3.1.4 The First Time Entrants (FTE) rate has decreased by 15 young people 
comparing figures from 2017-18 and 2018-19. However, there has been a 
significant increase in out of court disposals and also an increase in the 
seriousness of offences being dealt with using this method. 

3.1.5 Out of court disposals enables YOT to take a more constructive, prevention 
focused approach particularly where the young person is understood to have 
experienced past trauma, rather than managing the young person through a 
statutory order, although statutory assessments are being considered for the 
more serious cases so as to enable a greater level of analysis to inform the 
support plan for the young person.
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3.1.6 Sefton does not currently have any young people in custody.3.

3.2 Operation Inclusion 

3.2.1 Merseyside Violence Reduction Partnership (VRP) is supporting the expansion 
of a new Youth Justice intervention programme called “Operation Inclusion” that 
was piloted by Wirral YOT between January and March of this year. 

3.2.2 This programme is an extension of the Out of Court Disposal interventions 
designed to prevent and address escalation of street-based offending 
associated with drug and violent crime. This caters for more serious offences 
and offers a more intensive intervention without criminalising a young person. 
The target cohort for is 13 to 17 years olds at risk of receiving a Youth 
Conditional Caution or an initial Referral Order.

3.2.3 The programme is supported by the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) and 
Merseyside Police, as it supports the partnership commitment to tackle Child 
Criminal Exploitation. The Youth Justice Board has also shown support 
regarding its aim of reducing first time entrants  as it provides giving young 
people an opportunity  to engage with YOTs in an intensive intervention as an 
alternative to a statutory order. It will be recorded on the Police National 
Computer (PNC) as Community Resolution thus preventing a possible career 
limiting criminal record.

3.2.4 Operation Inclusion involves YOT staff, partner agencies and volunteer 
members of the local community in the decision-making process around 
suitability of young people for the programme and for interventions to be 
included. The VRP has budgeted £2000 for each YOT to help with start-up 
costs for Operation Inclusion.  

3.2.5 Sefton YOT intends to launch Operation Inclusion in January 2021 and 
managers are currently in the process of preparing staff and partners to deliver 
the requirements of the intervention.

   
3.3 Outcome 22

3.3.1 Outcome 22 offers another layer of intervention and provides an opportunity for 
YOTs to put in place an individualised programme of diversionary and 
educational activity to prevent re offending.  As opposed to Operation Inclusion 
this intervention will be used for low level offences where it is assessed that the 
incident can be dealt with via such interventions as Restorative Justice, 
Mediation, or Education and it is not in the public interest to take any further 
action.  

3.3.2 The young person must engage with the intervention. Examples of when 
Outcome 22 is likely to be used may be for first time possession of cannabis 
offences if the young person agrees to engage with We Are With You (WAWY, 
previously Addaction) or for minor criminal damage which could be resolved 
through a restorative meeting with the victim or where the young person writes 
a letter of apology.
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3.3.3 Outcome 22 will be recorded on the PNC as No Further Action which will again 
benefit the young person in terms of their criminal record. This intervention sits 
below a community resolution in the out of court disposal suite of interventions.

3.4 Work with Victims

3.4.1 Sefton YOT has continued to work with victims of offences caused by young 
people throughout 2020, although because of covid restrictions it has not been 
possible to carry out the usual face to face work. All victims who provided 
permission were contacted and their views considered when decisions were 
being made about how young people should repair the harm caused by their 
offending.

3.4.2 Between January and November, 19 victims of young people sentenced to 
statutory Court Orders engaged with YOT’s Victim Worker. Some victims simply 
want their voices heard at the time of sentencing where others want regular 
updates about the young person’s progress throughout the entire order.

3.4.3 In the same period 27 victims of young people subject to Out of Court Disposals 
agreed to engage with YOT, ensuring that their voices were heard through the 
Victim Worker at the Out of Court Disposal decision making panel.

 
3.4.4 Victim involvement ensures that young people are given the opportunity to fully 

understand the impact their offence has had on of their victim. It also provides 
young people with the opportunity to offer some form of apology. So far, this 
year 11 victims have requested and received letters of apology from young 
people.

3.5 VRP Funded Clinical Psychologist Support and Training
    
3.5.1 Merseyside VRP have funded clinical supervision from a psychologist who on 

trauma informed assessment and therapeutic intervention, which is useful for 
more complex young people. This offer has enabled staff to access specialist 
resources to use with young people who have experienced attachment 
disorder, gender dysphoria and other forms of trauma.

3.5.2 Additional training has also been funded which will focus on attachment 
disorder, strengthening effective practice and supporting young people 
following violent crime. 

4 Youth Service

4.1 Halloween and Bonfire Period - The Youth Team supported the Halloween 
and Bonfire period with partners, delivering outreach in areas where there were 
reports of anti-social behaviour and use of fireworks in the community. 

4.2 Duke of Edinburgh - There are two cohorts of young people taking part in the 
Bronze Award. Digital sessions are taking place with the groups. Participants 
are being taught how to upload evidence for each section of the award. Staff 
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are at present considering the expedition training and how it can be delivered 
under covid restrictions. As overnight trips or residential experiences in any 
form are not likely to be allowed for the foreseeable future, alternative methods 
of training in the required skills for this section will need to be developed.

4.3 Partnership work in Southport - Staff have continued to work in partnership 
in high priority areas such as Dukes Park and the site of Southport Skate Park 
which is presently closed for refurbishment. As skaters are now using areas 
within the town centre causing problems for residents and shoppers, an 
alternative venue is being sought with staff supporting both the young people 
and local residents. 

4.4 Youth Voice - The Youth Service have partnered with Merseyside Youth 
Association (MYA) Space in Bootle and are encouraging young people to 
discuss the Value of Youth Voice/Make Your Mark in a podcast they started in 
the Covid Period. There are some opportunities to develop accessibility to 
‘Youth Voice’ so young people will be consulted on what they think they the 
best ways are going forward. 

4.5 Youth Service Feedback - Through their interaction with young people, staff  
have noted that many young people are finding local restrictions and the recent 
lockdown particularly difficult, as it has impacted on the social interactions, 
education, home life and their mental health. Staff have also reported that some 
young people feel anger and frustration and a reluctance to engage on line 
again after being able to attend session in person. 

The staff are doing as much as they can to offer to support young people remain 
optimistic that they will be able to deliver face to face sessions, in a dedicated 
youth space in the near future. 

 

Communications 

Sefton Youth Service has continued to post on Twitter and Facebook sharing 
messages that focus on staying safe and grooming signs in relation to Child 
Exploitation. 


